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Introducing the
Mitel MiVoice Office 250

Your business in the Cloud, 
where it belongs

Call management, 
simplified

Lower costs, boost 
productivity
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Work smarter
With over 20 years in the industry, Communicate 

Better has established itself as a tech expert. We 

help businesses work smarter - not harder. So 

ultimately, you can achieve more.

Stay competitive
It’s time to simplify the way you manage your 

workforce and workload, no matter the size of 

your business. Stay competitive and responsive 

to changes by placing yourself in the Cloud.

Be in control
Gain real value for money. Be in control – only pay 

for what you use. With unbeatable and dedicated 

customer care by your side, our aftercare team is 

on hand to help make a real difference.

We create success stories. As an award-winning market leader, Communicate Better keeps clients up to 
speed with cutting edge technology, providing cost-effective solutions for growing businesses. At the heart of 

what we do, comes building lifelong relationships with our customers.

See our case studies ›› Learn more about us ››
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The Power of Communicate Better
Technology you know... but Better
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       Rich, premium handsets perfect for desktop 
and mobile
The MiVoice Office 250, through Communicate Better, provides high 

standards of phone interoperability with its useful desktop and mobile 

clients plus a choice of premium handsets from a range of manufacturers.

       Easy-to-use web interface offers full 
control
Manage and monitor calls with little effort through the desktop, and put your 

customers first.

         Play it safe with trusted technology

Expect high quality of service, reliability and the ability to scale. In addition 

to the secure network, Communicate Better can easily and quickly transfer 

your existing phone numbers onto the Mitel platform.

      Broadsoft call controller platform
Supporting millions of business users worldwide, the world’s leading call 

controller platform from Broadsoft sits at the heart of Horizon providing 

the broadest feature set and a sole focus on delivering the richest user 

experience in unified communications.
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What Makes MiVoice Office 250 Different?
A hybrid communications solution for today’s business
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Call management

Explore audio conferencing, client interaction, mobility and messaging:

• Have employees be more responsive to clients, by remaining connected 

with the office even while they are away from their desk

• Streamline the process of clients being routed to the person /department 

they need to interact with

• Eliminate costly fees associated with utilizing third-party conferencing 

companies, by moving Meet-Me and Ad-Hoc conferencing services in-

house

• Have voice mail message forwarded to email allowing employees that are 

away from their desk to be alerted to the arrival of new messages
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Get started, go further, or stay ahead.
Learn the ins and outs of MiVoice Office 250...

Administrator interface

The MiVoice Office 250 provides IT managers with powerful administrative 

management capability while giving employees freedom to control calls 

quickly and effectively. Set up is quick and easy and you can choose to 

pass down control to the user or you can retain control of the individual 

user features.

Auto Attendant

You can use Auto Attendant to provide callers with call routing options for 

different areas of the business or create announcements to inform callers 

of details such as opening hours and website address when the office is 

closed.
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                  Offer true flexibility
                            The MiVoice Office 250 is built on a scalable, digital-IP 

platform that combines the best of IP telephony and traditional digital-based 

phone system architectures. This provides the ability for you to deploy a 

communications solution that can easily address your current and future 

needs.

                   Ideal for multi-sites
                              The service is provided centrally so you don’t need an 

expensive system on each site. Our hosted solution connects branch offices 

together. Calls are free between locations and mobiles and everyone 

shares the same dial plans and directories.

                 Safe and secure in the Cloud
                           Hosted on your behalf, there are no expensive 

maintenance or running costs and you only pay for what you use.

                  Improve customer service
                            MiVoice Office 250 assists businesses with being more 

responsive to client needs; ensuring client facing employees don’t miss 

important customer calls, by allowing external mobile devices to become 

more integrated with the business.
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Technology designed for all the ways 
your employees want to work.
Is our hosted phone solution right for you?
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Integrated to third-party applications

Unless a business is brand new, chances are it already has 
applications in place that are critical to the success of the 
business.

To further enhance the business the MiVoice Office 250 can 
be integrated with many business applications. This includes 
integrating to Interactive Voice Response (IVR) solutions that 
provide your business with 24-hour service to clients even 
when the office is closed, call recording solutions to address 
compliancy or industry regulations, and even Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) solutions that are used to store 
your vital client information.

For example, if your business utilizes a Customer Relationship 
Management database, the ability to automate interactions 
between customers and your business, via screen pops, can 
easily be achieved through integration with most common CRM 
solutions.

Low total cost of ownership

Sometimes in order to be successful, or make the jump to 
the next level, businesses need to invest in new technologies. 
Technologies that can help them overcome business challenges, 
operate in an efficient manner, and provide the necessary 
flexibility to respond to the ever changing business environment.

However, investment in new technologies does not need to come 
with a high price.

When it comes acquiring a new communications solution 
for your business, purchase price alone should not be the 
sole determining factor, but rather the solution’s total cost of 
ownership, which takes into account all costs associated with a 
solution, including the positive effects it will have on the business 
over a period of time.
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Achieve More
Find the perfect fit for your business...
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